PARA-TEX ARAMID BLANKET
HIGH-PERFORMANCE FABRIC

WORKING TEMPERATURE
CONTINUOUS:  600°F / 320°C

ACCREATIONS
• REACh & RoHS Compliant
• Made in USA

MATERIAL COMPOSITION
• Meta-aramid / Para-aramid blend
• Fiberglass inner core
• Plain-woven construction
• 17 oz./yd² nominal weight

AVAILABILITY
• 150 ft. rolls standard
• Available by-the-yard
• Pre-cut pieces and bulk lengths
• 40” width standard
• 60” width available upon request
• Natural yellow color

CUSTOM FABRICATION
• Spark & flame resistant pads
• High-temperature curtains
• Component-specific covers
• Grommet & pipe pocket hanging
• Removable insulation systems
• Custom-diameter sleeving
• Fabricate with closure options: Velcro® | Zipper | Snaps

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Para-Tex Aramid blanket is a high-quality, heavy weight blended aramid protective fabric designed to protect equipment and personnel in a wide range of applications and industries. The blended yarn construction provides heightened levels of thermal and mechanical resistance, while remaining flexible, lightweight, and structurally stable across a wide range of operating temperatures.

Common applications include safety clothing, expansion joints, hose covers, conveyor belting, cable protection, pipe wrap, equipment protection, and heat containment. Para-Tex Fabric is 100% USA-Made to ensure high quality and consistent performance in the most demanding and aggressive applications. The structural stability, high strength, abrasion resistance, and resilience across a wide range of operating temperatures make Para-Tex Fabric an ideal solution for custom-fabricated parts. Manufactured using non-irritating aramid fibers, Para-Tex Fabric keeps processes up and running efficiently without discomfort to installers or operators.